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Address AGY Europe 
Le Gemellyon Nord  
57 Bd Vivier Merle  
69429 Lyon Cedex 03  
France

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
AGY is a world leader in high performance materials used in a broad range of markets, including Automotive, Construction, Defense, Electronics,
Aerospace, Marine, and Recreation. High performance materials in the form of glass fiber yarns and reinforcements provide our customers six vital
enhanced properties:

Strength, impact resistance, stiffness, temperature resistance, fatigue resistance and radar transparency. 

With a product portfolio developed for extreme performance utilizing a set of unique manufacturing platforms AGY provides tailored materials solutions
to end use customers for the most demanding applications worldwide. 

Applications: 
Use of AGY fiberglass yarns in the automotive market include the following:

Mufflers 
Timing belts

Products: 
AGY offers high performance S-2 Glass® fibers for automotive applications.

762 S-2 Glass yarn consist of numerous E or G filament (7 or 9 micron) continuous glass strands, untwisted and treated with a sizing compatible with
various rubbers. 
ZenTron High Strength roving is a single end T filament (25 micron) continuous roving treated with an epoxy compatible and texturizable size system. 
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